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Abstract 

Developing customized products is the business case for many manufacturing companies striving to fulfill the customers’ specific 
needs. When manufacturing customized products it is often necessary to also develop corresponding customized manufacturing tool-
ing. There is a need to support concurrent development of new product variants along with their manufacturing toolsets. The 
communication between design engineers and manufacturing engineers is hence a key issue that if solved would enable design 
engineers to forsee how changes in product design affect tooling design and vice versa.  

To understand the correlation between the design of a product and its corresponding manufacturing tools, access to design rationale 
of the product and the developed tooling is required. Design rationale provides an explanation of why an artifact is designed in the way 
it is, including statements (textual, numerical or geometrical), argumentations, and decisions. Since design rationale is composed of 
information scattered all across the company’s repositories in different formats (e.g. in type of a geometry, picture, table, and textual 
document), representing the design rationale is a challenge for many enterprises. In this paper a method is introduced that enables cap-
ture, structure, and access to design rationale across product design and tooling design. The system enables representing design ra-
tionale in formats such as CAD models, spreadsheets, textual formats, and web pages. The method has been examined by developing a 
prototype system tested in a case company which develops and manufactures customized car accessories, such as roof racks and bike 
carriers, for different car models. The company develops and manufactures the products as well as the required tooling equipment. The 
prototype system includes different software commonly used by engineers during designing a product, for the purpose of making it 
applicable for other companies. 

  
Key words. Design rationale, computer supported engineering, engineer-to-order, design for manufacture, and knowledge acquisi-

tion. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Tense markets require manufacturing companies to frequently develop customized products to fulfil new customer specifications. 

In the early phases of the development, having an overview of the complete product lifecycle enables the best product quality and 



makes it possible to optimize cost and time-to-market [1]. In concurrent engineering the product’s requirements that need to be 

meet during the product lifecycle are already considered in the project planning and design [2]. Concurrent engineering is “the pro-

active practice of designing products to be built on standard processes, or concurrently developing new processes while developing 

new products” [1]. It is important to support concurrent engineering of the product and the related processes including manufacture 

and production. Teams from engineering design and manufacturing work together to consider the interaction between design and 

manufacture.  

When developing a customized product the product designers should keep in mind what resources are available in the produc-

tion line and if these resources meet the constraints and properties of the intended manufacturing process. They always have to con-

sider manufacturability of the design [1] and be aware of the required manufacturing toolsets. Sometimes if a product variant is to 

be redesigned in order to fulfill new specifications, it is necessary to develop new tooling or modify the current ones. The engineers 

need to realize when and where changes in product design affect the tooling design and vice versa. Thus, a close collaboration be-

tween product design and tooling design teams is required.  

Most of activities performed when designing a customized product rely on previous design projects and obtained experiences. 

The importance of reusing design information in order to improve future designs is discussed by Kim et al. [3]. The resulting doc-

umentation from product development and tooling design usually describes the results of the design and tooling as they are, answer-

ing questions regarding “what” the product is and “how” it is to be manufactured. But if a product is to be redesigned, more de-

tailed information is required regarding the purpose of the design, the reasons behind the design decisions, the evaluated trade-offs, 

and the design alternatives. This type of information, which is called design rationale, often aims to explain the product in the way 

it is designed answering “why” questions [4]. A survey was performed in [5] to investigate the value of design rationale and how it 

is used in decision making processes. Approximately 80% of the respondents said they fail to understand the reason of a design 

decision without design rationale support. So, capturing design rationale is important, however, Tang et al. [6] claim  even when 

design rationale is captured, it is not well enough organized to retrieve and track it easily.  

Making the previously captured design rationale accessible, facilitates reuse and supports the designers to solve similar design 

problems. According to Dutoit et al. [7], approaches for managing design rationale should mainly address how to implement three 

basic processes as follows: 1) how to capture design rationale; the process of extracting design rationale from designers, 2) how to 

formalize design rationale; the process of transforming design rationale into desired representation form, and 3) how to provide 

access to design rationale; the process of making design rationale available for users. It is further mentioned the possibility to com-

bine the capture and formalizing processes in a single operation. This is also stated in [8] which defines design rationale capture as 



a process of recording knowledge as well as organizing the knowledge based on a representation schema, and storing it in a knowledge 

base. Although both literatures state the need to formalize and organize the rationale based on representation forms, what is not explic-

itly mentioned is the importance of structuring the information. Structuring design rationales supports the process of design reasoning 

by “helping designers track the issues and alternatives being explored and their evaluations” [9]. In fact there is a trade-off between the 

ease of retrieval and structure in design rationale representations. What will be achieved from well-structured information is easier re-

trieval.  

Since design rationale varies in type and format, representing the design rationale can be a challenge for the system developers. 

Depending on the aim of the system, design rationale can be represented in different ways. For example, it could be an explanation 

about a design alternative, an argumentation about a decision, or the history of a product design [4, 7, 10]. As seen, any type of design 

information (e.g. product specification, geometries, design tables, and rules) can potentially be a part of a design rationale. Since the 

design information is stored in different software applications, the interaction between the design rationale system and the software 

applications at the company should always be considered. 

One important factor to ease information access is the need to develop a natural user interface in order to facilitate intuitive human-

computer interaction [11]. User acceptance is of high importance and strongly related to the access of information. The authors’ expe-

riences show that designers are typically reluctant to accept and add new applications for archiving and annotation of design rationale 

to their current portfolio of software. Therefore, in this research an integrated design environment for representing design rationale is 

developed. The integrated environment is constituted of traditional software applications that are currently used by the designers and a 

computer-supported engineering system which administrates and manages information flow between the software.  

During the design process the majority of all products on the market are modeled in a CAD system. CAD models provide specific 

information to understand the layout of the assembly and detailed information for each part. However, this type of information fails to 

offer high-level semantics [12]. Therefore, the spreadsheets for creating design tables and manipulating data and documents in textual 

format are broadly used during the design process in order to record and explicitly represent the generated and utilized information. 

Considering these types of representations together with the fact that a big part of the design information at the company is accessible 

via internal websites, the target of this study was to enable capture and representation of design rationale in different formats such as 

CAD models, spreadsheets, textual format, and web pages.  

Design is an important process in product development and making proper decisions at this early stage improves the development 

process and support the organizations to deliver their business initiatives and strategic goals. The design decisions could affect differ-

ent aspects of the product’s lifecycle, therefore, a design rationale system should enable the users to keep track of design rationales and 



the relevant information in different disciplines in order to give insight into the reasons of why design decisions are made. For in-

stance, it should preferably be possible to link the design rationales and the related underlying information together within the 

product design domain, or even extend the functionality to cover the design rationales and the relations across the product design 

and the tooling design. This has been addressed in the research presented in this article and a method was developed and imple-

mented in a case company where the development of customized products as well as the development of required tooling and 

equipment is carried out concurrently within the enterprise. The selected company delivers accessories to cars, both as a sub-

supplier and by retailing in the consumer market. A prototype system has been developed for the purpose to investigate the applica-

bility of the proposed method. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an introduction to fundamental concepts of design knowledge, design ra-

tionale and basic methods and approaches for capturing, structuring, and representing the design rationale as well as related re-

search. In section 3, the proposed method and the constructs for capture, structure, and access to design rationale are described. 

Also, an information model that outlines the backbone in a computer-based solution is presented in section 3. The case study is 

described in section 4. In order to examine the applicability of the proposed method a prototype system is developed and imple-

mented in both product design and tooling design processes in the case company, which is described in chapter 4. A discussion over 

the proposed method and solutions for enabling capture, structure, and access is provided in section 5. Finally, the conclusion and 

future works are discussed in section 6. 

2. FRAME OF REFERENCE 

This section introduces the basic concepts of design knowledge and design rationale. Fundamental methods and approaches for 

capturing and representing design rationale are also described. Next, related work to this study are presented and finally, the 

knowledge gap and motivation for the research are described.  

2.1 Design knowledge 

There is a vast number of information and knowledge sources that are utilized throughout the process of designing an artefact 

[13]. These sources contain product knowledge, process knowledge, technology information, formal and informal information re-

garding activities, methodologies, discussions and meetings, as well as catalogues, CAD files, assemblies, features, rules, and bill 

of material. Johansson [14, 15] classifies design knowledge into four types when it comes to the metal forming industry which 

could also be extended to other industries: 1) heuristic which is generally found in different handbooks or company standards and is 



based on skilled engineer’s experiences, 2) analytical that derives from fundamental physical laws tends to be more complex than heu-

ristic, 3) numerical where most often the common method is finite element method (FEM), and 4) empirical which is based on experi-

ence. The engineer collects and stores this knowledge in different repositories and formats. However, providing an appropriate 

knowledge representation that enables access to this vast amount of information which differs in type is a big challenge. Owen and 

Horvath [16] classify representation formats into five categories: pictorial (e.g. sketches, drawings, and pictures), symbolic (e.g. deci-

sion tables, and production rules), linguistic (e.g. verbal and textual communications), virtual (e.g. CAD models and simulations), and 

algorithmic (e.g. computer algorithms, and mathematical equations). Some knowledge representations can fit under more than one cat-

egory. In the early stages of design the presentations are more linguistic and pictorial in nature, while by evolving the design process, 

the presentations are predominantly virtual and symbolic [11].  

2.2 Design rationale; motivations and challenges 

Elgh [17] categorizes design knowledge into two groups: One is design definition describing the results of the design, without any 

explanation concerning the reasons and argumentations behind the design. Such information can more often answer the “what” ques-

tion. A CAD model or design table are some examples of design definition which are mostly based upon insights, experience, trade-

offs, calculation, simulations, etc. The other type of knowledge is design rationale explaining the purpose and reasons behind the de-

sign in more details. Design rationale provides a better understanding for design definition and often aims at explaining the artifact in 

the way it is designed answering the “why” question. For instance, “why a CAD model looks like as it is?” 

The research community has defined design rationale as a way to know the reasons behind a decision [12, 18], but it could also be 

the justification for it, the design alternatives, and the evaluated trade-offs that led to the decision [9]. In fact anything in a design pro-

cess that can be represented and that trace a reason can and should be a part of design rationale, for instance in its extreme even the 

conversations between the design members during lunch or meetings [9] should be acquired. 

Lee [9] points out the potential benefits of using design rationale and implementing design rationale methods. The major benefits 

include: 1) Support reuse for a better design. Reuse of design rationale can support the development of a new artefact or modification 

of existing variants (design changes) as it gives insight into the reasons behind the current design. In addition, Lee states, reuse can be 

supported in two ways: one is to serve as index to similar designs and problems faced.  The other one is to reuse rationale themselves 

from past activities to suggest potential design alternatives. 2) Support documentation. Design rationale systems support knowledge 

transfer by learning from the past and explicitly linking the requirements to the final solutions. In addition, design rationale includes 

explanations of what to do and what not to do, therefore, it can be used as an external knowledge source to support training of new 



users and keep them up to date. 3) Support collaboration. Implementing a design rationale system is a proper way for designers to 

share their thoughts to other design members. Still, collaboration is not just limited to being among designers, it involves people 

throughout the complete life cycle of the product (e.g. sales persons and production engineers). 

Successfully capturing design rationale requires the identification of the types and details of rationales as well as the means and 

objective for capturing it [7]. Design rationale can be captured during the design phase or when the design process is finished, di-

rectly by the designer or by an agent. Regli et al. [19] discuss two major methods for design rationale capture: 1) User-intervention-

based capture which is the documentation method created by the designers and the intention is to record the history of design activ-

ities as the design process evolves. This type of documentation helps people outside the project to understand the process and activ-

ities. 2) Automatic rationale capture which records the communication among the involved people to extract design rationale and 

decisions as they proceed in design project. A drawback for the latter approach would be that some people might not feel confident 

to record their communications including their e-mails and telephone calls. Dutoit et al. [7] mention capturing design rationale can 

be an intrusiveness activity for the designers and a reason to resist performing it. Usually, design rationale systems provide some 

methods for capturing design rationales, for instance, filling out a template. This requires some extra works to be done by the de-

signers which could be a draw back for design rationale systems [20]. So, design rationale capture might actually be detrimental to 

design process and disrupt designers’ thinking. Additionally, design is an intense activity and it should be considered that the focus 

of a designer shall be more on doing creative tasks not routine and monotonous jobs such as archiving information and documenta-

tion. 

Lee [9] proposed a generic structure to what to be represented by a design rationale system. The structure takes the form of 

three layers: decision layer containing design alternatives, arguments and issues; design artifact layer containing both decision mak-

ing steps and related information; and design intent layer representing information underlying design decisions such as objectives 

and intentions. 

Some organizations try to keep and manage the generated design rationales during the design process (e.g. incentives, plans, 

and procedures) and store them in different sources (e.g. handbooks, and hard drives). However, still the explanation of the reason-

ing and the way of creating the artefact might be missing in knowledge documentations [21]. Explicitly representing design ra-

tionale is a big challenge, because design rationale is usually captured partially and informally, often as natural language in design 

documents [7]. Therefore, defining the type of the design rationale and how it should be retrieved from these repositories and in 

what level is a fundamental issue and depends upon the aim and scope of the design rationale systems [19].  



Methods for representing design rationale can be divided in two groups: descriptive and prescriptive. The descriptive approach 

tends to capture the history of the design activities, methods, and strategies, more specifically, what and why decisions are made 

and by whom [19]. The prescriptive approach on the other hand, aims to improve the reasoning of designers and attempt to make the 

design process more correct and consistent [7]. However, a design rationale approach might be prescriptive in intent but also has some 

descriptive objectives. Additionally, Saridakis and Dentsoras [22] discuss computer-based models which enhance features from the 

descriptive and the prescriptive models. These computer-based models provide a better understanding of design problems by address-

ing decision-making processes or analyzing the design knowledge.   

2.3 Related work 

A big challenge when developing a design rationale system is the interaction between design rationale and knowledge repositories. 

A research project demonstrating the feasibility of applying architectural support to manage interaction with heterogeneous information 

sources was performed in [23]. The focus of the work was on interaction between the base layer, where the original information re-

sides, and the superimposed layer, where new information or new interpretations are laid over existing information. Because the base-

information types might differ, it is not possible to use a common interface for performing navigation and querying with the base lay-

ers. Therefore, there is a need for an appropriate architectural application placed between the two layers, allowing the user to navigate 

and inquire within base layers regardless of their types. The developed middleware framework which is called SPARCE provides plug-

ins that add toolbar or menu to Microsoft Excel, Word and PowerPoint, Adobe Acrobat, Internet Explorer and Media Player. More 

specifically, SPARCE applications can provide links to a selection in base documents, for example, in spreadsheets or word documents 

[24]. Although SPARCE can ease communication between the layers, the created hyperlinks to information sources are unidirectional 

which means they lead out, but not back in [25]. 

IBIS [26] and DRL [4] are two approaches for representing the reasons and arguments behind the design decisions. They use node 

elements to represent the design concepts and links to represent the relationships between the nodes. An example of such models is 

presented in [27]. The model is based on IBIS’s schema and provides a semantic representation for design rationale. The study ad-

dresses the process of solution evolution when developing an artifact. The process starts by identifying design issues. Issues are specif-

ic to particular situations and describe the objectives and motivational reasons for designing an artifact. A solution is to be developed 

to address the identified issue. The solution can be supported by providing an argument. Argument reflects a designer’s view point on 

the chosen solution and is a statement to support or object to the solution. The provided solution, however, might cause to creating a 



new issue which that issue would be addressed by another solution. Again an argument is required to support the second solution. 

The process evolves until the design requirements are meet. The final solution results in at least one artifact.  

DRed (Design Rationale Editor) is a tool for capturing design rationale [18] based on the IBIS model. DRed uses the nodes and 

links concept and allows engineers to record their rationales as the design proceeds and the designers gain understanding of and 

solve the design problems. An important consideration in designing of DRed is that there is no hidden information and everything is 

displayed directly on the charts rather than pop-up dialogs or windows. Bracewell et al. [25] developed an extension to DRed in 

order to enhance the applicability of DRed allowing a more efficient integration environment. In addition, a software prototype is 

developed and integrated into DRed by Kim et al. [3] which enables searching the required information according to the current 

task of the designer. The proposed solution is an extension to DRed, employing a bidirectional hyperlink approach (tunnel linking) 

to allow graphs to be distributed over documents and subsequently navigated freely in any direction from any starting point. A bot-

tleneck for DRed would be that by increasing the number of nodes the graphs easily become more complex.  

Developing software tools for annotation has been researched as a means to improve design collaboration. One example is the 

system developed by Hisarcikililar and Boujut [28]. Further, Sandberg et al. [29] propose an approach that provides knowledge 

retention and sharing across product development process in CAD environment. The method enables adding design rationale within 

3D annotations carried out by designers allowing design and documentation at the same time. The 3D annotations may include gen-

eral text notes or hyperlinks to other sources of information such as textual documents, figures, spreadsheets and URLs. These sys-

tems allow the designers to express specific information with a particular intention. In addition, the systems provide an integrated 

representation of knowledge, awareness of knowledge sources, access to the knowledge and easy communication among system 

users. However, in both mentioned systems, the applicability of the systems is limited to CAD environment. A solution to improve 

the situation can be enabling implementation of more software applications. 

2.4 Knowledge gap 

Although there has been considerable effort to develop design rationale systems, we are yet to see widespread use of representa-

tions to facilitate information exchange especially between knowledge bases and CAD software. One reason is that there are neither 

appropriate standards available nor widely accessible design knowledge repositories [11]. Therefore, the organizations usually use 

other tools and applications for capturing and recording the design information beside the CAD tools. Capturing is effective when it 

is integrated into the current practice of the actors involved. Lundin [30] states capture and representation of design information 

should derive from design implementations directly and be a natural part of the design process.  



Ease of use and access to the information is a major of concern in design rationale approaches. A fundamental problem in access 

and retrieval of the information is the variety of applications and software to represent the information. A research was carried out in 

[31], focusing on documentation and management of product related knowledge. The purpose of the project was to reveal problems 

related to the reuse of design rules in a case company. Investigations in the studied company show that it is difficult for individuals to 

share their good developed solutions, due to no present system for such documentation covering all organizational tools (in that case 

office programs, CAD, and programming software). Moreover, they discuss the difficulty in communication among the design engi-

neers and the design programmers and stress that people are, typically, reluctant to add a new application to the tools in hand in order 

to improve the situation.  

Such circumstances and also the need for information exchange between design members, leads the organizations to move towards 

integration of independent tools for the sake of bettering information representation and contextual communication [30]. Most compa-

nies, preferably, look for seamless integration of their tools and applications in order to prevent duplication of effort and need of main-

taining several systems. Having a design rationale system that is compatible with organizational platforms and allows interoperation 

with other systems, is easy for the users to understand and work with, and has low intrusion to the design process is an ideal situation 

for many companies.  

It can be concluded from the above that there is a need to develop methods for supporting capturing, structuring, and accessing de-

sign rationale. The methods should enable easy access to design rationale in the engineering tools to foster their use. This can be 

achieved by providing an integrated environment constituted of traditional software in order to capture, structure, and access design 

rationale in the appropriate software.  

3. CONSTRUCTS FOR DESIGN RATIONALE CAPTURE, STRUCTURE, AND ACCESS 

Lee [9] states a design rationale system should have the potential to support documentation by linking the requirements to the final 

solutions, and support collaboration by enabling the designers to share their thoughts and decisions to other design members across the 

development process. Figure 1 shows how a design rationale system can be introduced to support the decision making process across 

the development process. At the beginning of a product development project there are not much information but some few documents 

related to the product requirements that are identified in project planning phase. Even though few, these documents are important and 

affect the downstream decisions. Based on the requirements, the engineering design phase including product design and tooling design 

is initiated. By starting the product design, the number of documents increase rapidly including test-reports, FMEA, and CAD-models. 

Soon the manufacturing engineers start to develop tooling design suggestions based on the different design proposals. The documents 



are stored in a PLM-system or in project file folders and are treated as files. The concepts, ideas and decisions are however not 

stored in single files but are fragmented in many files and have different structures than the file structure or even than the product 

structure. Therefore, design rationale management requires methods and tools to capture, structure, and access information across 

organizations, processes, systems and products regardless of file and product structures.  

As the development process evolves decisions are made in more details, some rationale will be elaborated, some will be modi-

fied completely when, for example, a decision made earlier is shown to be incorrect and needs to be altered [32]. The information 

generated in one phase can be used as input to perform design activities in other development phases. So, first, it is required to ena-

ble the engineers to record their decisions, intentions, and argumentations, and second, provide instant access of this information to 

other design team members. As shown in figure 1, the suggestion is to enable capture and access to the rationale for design mem-

bers through providing a user interface. Ideally, the user interface is embedded in the current practice of engineers.  
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Figure 1. Integrating capturing and accessing of design rationale. 



The information considered, generated, or analyzed during a decision making process is stored in knowledge repositories in form of 

test-reports, FMEA, and CAD-models. What is need to be captured beside that, is information such as intention of activities, and ar-

gumentations for or against the considered alternatives. Such information is to be captured in the design rationale database. A function 

board links the information stored in the rationale database to the related information in the knowledge repositories and enables the 

engineers to capture and access to this information through the user interface. 

In order to support retrieval of design rationale and reuse of design knowledge, a rationale representation should be able to address 

three questions [12] such as know-what: the solutions created, know-how: the courses of action, and know-why: the reasoning process. 

It is essential to besides capturing the identified issues, problems, and developed solutions during the design process, capture also how 

and why these solutions are created. Figure 2 shows a UML model for representing design rationale. The Design Rationale and the 

Decision classes are central in the model. Design Rationale objects carry general information (text and picture based descriptions) re-

garding the concept or idea together with a set of Decision objects. The Decision objects carry information regarding decisions taken 

during the design process such as date, who took the decision and, importantly, the argumentation behind the decision. The decision 

object also contains pointers to the information the decision and its argumentation was based on. Since that information is scattered 

these pointers have to be very specific, yet since that information is of many different types the pointers have to be very general. In the 

proposed model, pointers to documents that are not related to CAD-models are called Statements. Statement objects capture infor-

mation typically found in test-reports, lists of requirements and FMEA documents. (Note that the pointers target sub-sets of the sup-

porting documents, not the whole files.) Since decisions made during the product development process affect the geometry of the 

product to a great extent it is possible to make the Decision objects point to Assembly, Part, Feature, Parameter, and Entity objects in 

CAD-models. A decision may also affect the material selection of components of the product or the tooling and in such cases there are 

pointers to Material objects. 

Design rationale occurs all the time over the product life cycle and should be captured at its origin using the proposed class dia-

gram which can be achieved by providing an integrated environment. In such an environment the tools for capturing design rationale as 

well as representing it are integrated to software already used by the engineers. A great advantage of such an environment is that the 

designers can perform design tasks in different software and applications and concurrently capture design rationale. Design rationale 

can be captured and represented in formats that the designers are already familiar and would prefer to work with.  

Besides using the software as representation tools, many companies would like to share their corporate design knowledge via the 

internal websites to make it accessible for geographically dispersed team members. The Design Rationale objects and the Decision 



objects have functionality to produce xhtml-fragments to make flexible web-pages that are generated on demand based on the captured 

design rationale and underlying information. 

The Discipline Model class is introduced to filter the design rationale between disciplines. Product Design and Tooling Design are 

both derived from the Discipline class in the model presented here, but more such classes could be introduced. A Tooling Design object 

is associated to at least one product design (which is the common case but one tool could be used to produce several components). A 

Product Design object is associated with all that is handed over from product designers to manufacturing engineers, including the ra-

tionale as shown in the class diagram, see figure 2. When design changes are to be done the related design rationale can be browsed in 

generated web-pages or accessed through the integrated design rationale environment to see what assemblies, parts, features, parame-

ters, and geometrical entities it will affect in design itself but also on the tooling. The underlying decisions with all connected docu-

ments will also show up. Going in the other direction, i.e. when changing the tooling design, is also possible when using the proposed 

class diagram. 
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 Figure 2. Class diagram supporting capturing, structuring and accessing of design rationale. 

 



Figure 3 shows an example of a decision object and how it can be linked to feature and statement classes. A set of headings are de-

fined in the decision class to provide a better and detailed understanding not only about the final solution and the decision made, but 

also about the process of making the decision such as date, design members, and arguments for and against the alternatives (both se-

lected and rejected ones). The statements and feature can be linked to the decision object but in a more specific way they can be linked 

to the exact headings in the decision object.  
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previously for car type xxxx was selected as base to adapt 
them according to new requirements. 

 

Figure 3. The correlation between decision, statement and feature objects according to the UML-model.  
 

4. CASE STUDY  

To investigate the applicability of the proposed method and the class diagram a prototype system was developed in collaboration 

with a company. The selected company develops and manufactures customized products and accessories, such as roof racks and bike 

carriers, for different car models. The development process of a car’s roof rack was selected for more investigation. The company acts 

on the open market competing with car manufacturers and therefore gets no nominal data of car roofs. Instead, the engineers have to 

collect geometrical information about car roofs by measuring the actual car’s roof and develop the roof rack based on that geometrical 

information. The trend of selling new roof racks is highly related to the time a new car enters the market.  



A clamping roof rack is a rack used on cars without rails on the roof (i.e. the rack is standing on the roof and clamped around it 

where the doors are). Figure 4 shows how a roof rack is attached to a car. The roof rack is developed in a way which enables the engi-

neers to instead of developing a complete new roof rack for a new car, just design the two components called brackets and footpads 

in figure 4, and accordingly, adapt the roof rack to the new car.  

 

 

Figure 4. A virtual model of roof rack. 

4.1 Enabling capture, structure, and access to design rationale  

The development process of the footpad was selected as the case study. Collaboration and communication between the product 

designers and tooling designers is significant in the company in order to allow them to realize the downstream effects of their de-

sign activities. Access to design rationale explaining the reasons, arguments, and effects of decisions made for both footpad and 

tooling could support this collaboration and provide a better understanding of the design. 

The approach is based on the integration of SolidWorks, Word, Excel, and wiki pages. The reason of choosing different soft-

ware was to represent the design rationale in different formats. SolidWorks was chosen as representative for 3D modeling, Mi-

crosoft Excel for rules definition and drawing tables, and Microsoft Word for specifications and textual usage were selected. Be-

sides the software, wiki pages are chosen to record the decisions. Wiki is a type of content management tool and enables linking, 

navigation and searching the information. It allows the users to edit and form both the information and the structure to fit their pur-

poses in an organic way. Free available sources and user friendly are the other benefits of using wikis. 18 wiki pages are created 

explaining a number of decisions.  

An information model, displayed in figure 5, was developed in order to form the principles of the introduced method. The infor-

mation model consists of two types of classes; general and specific. The general classes comprise Design Rationale, Decision, and 



Statement classes. The Statement class includes any of the software applications. The specific classes target the software applications, 

in this case Word, Excel and SolidWorks.  

When using the information model, the statement class carry information about where the actual design content is stored. These 

statements can be viewed as hyperlinks, which can point to a specific file on the hard drive or a web-page at a certain URL, but the 

statements are more specific than that, pointing to, for instance, a specific feature or a dimension in 3D-modeling software, a specific 

bookmark in a word processing document, or a certain range of cells in a spreadsheet. It is possible to extend the information model to 

target other software applications by implementing new types of specific classes, indicated with dashed lines in Figure 5. Additionally, 

the decision class is used to cluster the statement objects that are related together. For example, some ranges of spread sheets, book-

marks in different textual documents, and some features in some geometrical models that have something to do with each other in a 

natural way can form a decision class. Such a group can be viewed and utilized as a multilateral hyperlink that makes it possible to go 

back and forth from one statement object to several others. So, for instance, when selecting a feature in a CAD-model that is targeted 

in a statement class, all other statement objects in that decision can be monitored to the user making it possible to jump to the connect-

ed workbook or spreadsheet entities, or other 3D-modeling entities.  

To make the decision classes meaningful, they are stored in Design Rationale objects that can contain a number of decisions that 

are somehow naturally connected to each other.  

It should be considered that the information model for the developed prototype is slightly different from the UML model presented 

in figure2. Here, the geometrical model class is included in the statement class. 

 

Figure 5. The backbone information model in the prototype system. 



By integrating the capture process with other design activities, the designers are able to record the design rationale wherever the 

need is raised. Access to the information can be strengthened by allowing the user browse and navigate across documents containing 

design rationale. The suggestion is to provide a common user interface in each software that presents all the rationales, statements, and 

decisions (see figure 6). Hence, it is proposed to develop add-ins to the targeted software applications in a standardized way so that the 

users feel comfortable and recognize the system and the functions it stands for.  

In the standardized add-in user interface there should not only be functionality for monitoring available design rationales but also to 

connect the related statements. The user interface can facilitate the user to create a new design rationale, connect the statements togeth-

er, and associate a wiki to the design rationale. Since the user interface is common for all the software and controlled by the function 

board, whenever a new design rationale is generated or a new link between the statements is created, all the activities are presented and 

the content of the windows is updated simultaneously in all the software.  
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Figure 6. Enabling capture and access to design rationale via a common user interface.  

The prototype system was developed in Microsoft .net environment. It can be installed in form of extension to Word, Excel, and 

SolidWorks, however, it is possible to target more software if beneficial. The system connects SolidWorks, Excel and Word togeth-



er. In order to embed the wiki into the system, the system allows the user to attach the URL address of a specific wiki page to a design 

rationale.  

The graphical user interface of the prototype system consists of three windows (task panes) added to each targeted software appli-

cation, see figure 6 (screenshots of SolidWorks and Excel are presented in figures 9 and 10). Two windows, called Design Rationales 

and Statements, are added to the right side of each software. The third window is named Decision which is shown at the bottom of the 

software. The properties of each window can be summarized as below: 

• The Design Rationale window edits and monitors all the design rationales regardless of which software they were first created 

in. This window shows the created design rationale and is constituted of two tabs named Active Selection and Browse. The Ac-

tive Selection tab enables add, edit, or remove a design rationale. It is also possible to attach an extra file, for instance, a wiki 

page to a design rationale. All these functions can be accessed by right clicking in the windows and selecting the desired func-

tion. The Browse tab monitors all the available design rationales. 

• The Statements window allows to link the related statements together by forming groups. This window provides functionality 

to group the related statements together across different software.  

• The Decision window displays the decision (wiki page) attached to a design rationale. 

4.2 Use case example 

In order to express the functionality of the prototype system an object diagram is created by showing two examples of decisions 

made in product and tooling design, see figure 7. Decision 1 is about changing the dimension of the footpad after testing the created 

prototype. This decision includes one statement in FMEA and one statement in CAD model. Decision 2 concerns applying changes in 

tooling design after changes occur in footpad design. This model is explained in the following sub-sections. Due to the company’s pol-

icy, the information presented in the following picture is fictive.  

 



Design Rationale

D1: Decision

Responsible=xxxx
Date= xxxx

D2: Decision

Name= Design of tooling

Date= xxxx

S3: Statement

Name= Design memo

S4: Statement

File path= C:Working 
Directory\Tooling design
Local path= diameter@ 
upperplaet@tooling

Name= Tooling upper 
plate

S1: Statement

Name= FMEA design

Local path=ws.cell(A6:F6)

Argumentation=change 
dimension of the 
rectangles due to being 
hard to mount the 
footpad

Argumentation=change 
position of the cylinders 
due to change in footpad 
design

File path= C:Working 
Directory\Tooling design
Local path= bookmark

Responsible=xxxx

Description: Project nr. 
1114:22 for developing a roof 
rack for car type xxxx-4 door 
sedan

File path=C:\Working 
Directory\Footpad 
design

S2: Statement

File path=C:\Working 
Directory\Footpad design
Local path= diameter@ 
rectangle@footpad@roof
rack

Name= Footpad feature

Name= Design of footpad

 

Figure 7. An object diagram illustrating two examples of decisions in product design and tooling design. 

Product Design: 

An example is given to show how product designers are to work with the suggested system. This example targets the design 

process of the footpad. According to the requirements, two design alternatives are considered which after some evaluations a deci-

sion is made on choosing one of the alternatives. A prototype of the selected alternative is created. The prototype is tested which 

indicates the need for performing some changes in the footpad design.  

Figure 8 shows the created wiki page explaining the decision. It should be considered that this wiki is a sub-page of another 

page that provides explanation in a higher level of granularity about the product. A template including some headings is provided to 

make it easy to record, understand and modify the content. The headings are: article name/number, design date, design team mem-

bers, intention and goals, assumptions, alternatives, and evaluations. As seen in figure 8, the page is not only to address the decision 

that lead to the final solution but also explains how the solution is created and analyzed, if there were other alternatives considered 

but rejected, and evaluations of the solution. The evaluation section explains that the final design of the footpad is tested by making 

a prototype. However, it has been difficult to mount the prototype on the car. This can happen due to the level of accuracy in manu-

facturing equipment. After a discussion between the product design and tooling design, the designers agree upon changing the tol-

erance to 1.  



The change of the rectangles’ dimension should be applied in footpad CAD model. Figure 9 shows the footpad designed in Solid-

Works. First the corresponding feature for the big rectangles in the tree view in SolidWorks is selected. Next, a design rationale object 

called design of big rectangles is created by right clicking in the active selection window. By creating a design rationale object, the 

statements window is updated showing the path for the feature in SolidWorks. The user can assign a name to the decision, for instance, 

prototype evaluation in the statements window, indicating that this group of statements addresses a decision regarding prototype evalu-

ation. This allows the user to categorize the statements that address the same issue. Moreover, the user can assign a particular wiki 

page or even a pdf-file as an attachment to the design rationale (shown in active selection window). In this example the wiki shown in 

figure 8 is attached to design of big rectangles.  

 

Figure 8. A decision in footpad design recorded in wiki page. 



In addition, the change of the dimension in footpad design should be captured in FMEA. Figure 10 shows a statement in the 

FMEA captured in Excel that targets certain cells addressing this issue. Since both SolidWorks and Excel are controlled by the 

function board, the content of the user interface in Excel was updated when design of big rectangles was created in SolidWorks. 

Now, the user can select the corresponding cells in Excel, right click on the prototype evaluation in statements window and click on 

add statement. The statements window will be updated showing paths to two statements. So, a design rationale object is created 

called design of big rectangles which targets two statements: one a feature in SolidWorks, and one a range of cells in FMEA. The 

statements are now connected to each other which means if the user clicks on the rectangles in SolidWorks the corresponding cells 

in Excel document will be highlighted in blue and the other way around, by clicking on a cell in that row in Excel the rectangles in 

SolidWorks will be highlighted. This makes it easier for the users to find the particular statement that they are looking for that is 

linked to the current statement they are clicking on.  

The wiki page that was attached to design of big rectangles is also shown in the decision window in figure 10. It can be maxim-

ize or opened separately if it is preferred.  

 

 

Figure 9. The Footpad modelled in SolidWorks. 



 

Figure 10. The FMEA recorded in Excel. 

Tooling Design: 

Decision 2 shown in figure 7 is explained in this section. The main process in manufacturing a footpad is using a press machine. A 

tooling is to be developed to be used in the press machine for forming the footpad. The tooling consists of plates and cylinders that are 

designed separately and then assembled together. The design team is agreed upon reuse of a tooling that was developed previously for 

manufacturing a former footpad variant. Figure 11 shows the wiki page created to record the decision. The page is created by following 

the same template as used in product design.  

Due to the changes in footpad design, the tooling needs to be modified. Two alternatives are considered and after a discussion the 

second alternative which suggests changing the positions of the cylinders in the upper plate is chosen. The arguments for and against 

each alternative is recorded in the wiki.  

When the decision is made, the changes should be performed in the CAD model. Figure 12 shows the tooling modelled in Solid-

Works. The upper plate is indicated by an arrow. The upper plate’s sketch is modified according to the decision and a design rationale 

object is created called upper plate targeting the new dimension.   



Further, the change is to be recorded in the design memo in order to inform the other engineers. Figure 13 shows the design 

memo recorded in Word document. By opening up the document, all the created design rationales are shown in the user interface. 

Now, the user can select the lines that express the change, select the upper plate in design rationales window, right clicks on the 

corresponding file path and selects add statement. So, the dimension in SolidWorks is connected to the lines in Word. By clicking 

on the lines in Word, the plate in SolidWorks will be highlighted, or vice versa (some lines in Word are highlighted in grey in figure 

13. 

The wiki page containing the information about the decision is also attached to the upper plate, shown in the decision window. 

The system allows the users to group a number of design rationales together by mapping them into a virtual folder. For instance, 

Tooling is a folder containing three design rationales such as upper plate, press, and cylinder (see the Browse tab in figure 13).  

 

 

Figure 11. A decision in tooling design recorded in wiki page. 



 

Figure 12. The tooling modelled in SolidWorks. 

 

Figure 13. The design memo recorded in Word.  

 

 



4.3 Case study evaluation 

The prototype system was evaluated in the case company through workshops and an evaluation session. The product develop-

ment manager, the chief engineer for racks, and a production engineer participated in the evaluation. After presenting the system, a 

number of questions were distributed to be answered by the participants. Overall, the participants affirmed the possibility to employ 

such a system into the design implementations in the company. They stated the great advantage of linking the related information 

(statements) across the software, especially between SolidWorks and Excel. It was acknowledged that such functionality would 

highly facilitate tracing the effected knowledge when updates are required across the product documentation in the company.  

Although the participants would like to test the prototype system in the organization across the broad in a larger scale, they are 

optimistic that the benefits would outbalance the efforts. However, maintenance of an additional system, and the need for learning 

and understanding the system by the users were the concerns stressed by the participants. Providing a view of the CAD model in 

Excel in order to be used by the practitioners who do not need to have access to SolidWorks, were the suggestions for further im-

provements.  

 

5. DISCUSSION 

A method to support capture, structure, and access to design rationale was introduced in this paper. The contribution of the pro-

posed method to each of these processes is explained as follows. 

Capturing design rationale 

In order to reduce the intrusion of capturing design rationale, it is suggested to embed capturing design rationale as closely in 

the design activities as possible. This can be achieved by enabling the users to capture the design rationale in the software that they 

are already using to do their work. Thus, the user does not need to open up an additional tool for the sole purpose of capturing the 

rationale. 

Since accomplishing the design activities entails using different independent software, integrating the software allow the users 

to capture the design rationale in a range of formats that the available software in the organization support. The suggestion for cre-

ating such integration is to implement extensible applications into the software to enable capturing the rationale in the appropriate 

software wherever the need is raised. The application should have the ability to target the information in each software and connect 

the related information together in different software. An application with the intention of presenting the information in an explicit 



way (in this study wiki was used to represent information in form of text and picture) could also be embedded in this environment in 

order to record the argumentations that is usually not captured in the statements, for instance, the rejected design alternatives.  

One limitation in the introduced method is the lack of a shared base to allow the engineers to record the tacit knowledge from their 

minds in a common form that is understandable for all other users, not just some texts and comments that can be understood only by 

the persons who have recorded them. 

Structuring design rationale 

Structure is achieved by the proposed class model as presented in the UML diagram and the template provided for the wiki pages. 

The decision class presented in figure 2 makes it possible to group and map the related statements across different software. This facili-

tates traceability to pursue the effected information when a part of the knowledge needs to be updated.  

What needs to be explored more is the granularity of the recorded design rationales and the ability to structure and represent the in-

formation in different layers of details as discussed in section 2.2.  

Access to design rationale 

Access to design rationale can be strengthened by enabling the user to quickly list, view, and browse the design rationales across 

the documents. Providing instant access would more likely encourage the designers to capture the rationale, because they know the 

information can benefit them or their colleagues now, not just during the future design projects. The suggestion is to provide a user 

interface to facilitate intuitive human-computer interaction. This can be supported by developing extensible applications integrated in 

the software that the designers are using, to make the information instantly accessible whenever it is required. However, a bottleneck in 

such user interfaces is to keep their efficiency and simplicity when the number of the statements and decisions are increasing. 

The proposed method was examined by implementing a prototype system in the case company. One request from the designers was 

to find and expose the related design knowledge in one software when changes occur in the content of the design knowledge in another 

software. Therefore, access to the design rationales and statements through a common user interface was recognized as a big advantage 

of the method in order to fulfil the designers’ needs at the company.  

The literature review of design rationale systems provided in chapter 2, presents some similar contributions to this study. For in-

stance, providing annotations to explicitly comment an argument in a CAD software, or hyperlinks to knowledge sources. What is new 

in this study is enabling the users to simultaneously work in an integrated environment of software in which the design rationale state-

ments are interconnected in a way making it possible to go back and forth. For example, when selecting a cell in Excel the system noti-



fies the user about other interconnected Excel cells, but also interconnected SolidWorks-features, word bookmarks, or wiki-pages. 

Additionally, if found in random access memory the interconnected entities will interactively highlight in its software. 

 Currently, the prototype system has been tested on local computers. Therefore, it is not possible to exchange the information 

across networks. Centralizing the prototype system on a server and providing a database enables the engineers to communicate 

through interactive selections. Such an architecture would facilitate collaboration and communication among a group of engineers 

especially when one performs an activity in one software and the other one can simultaneously see the activity and trace the effect-

ed knowledge in another software. This allows the engineers to assimilate the relevant cues and examine the potential downstream 

effects of their decisions even if the engineers are not co-located.  

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The focus of the research presented in this paper was on capturing, structuring, and accessing design rationale by integration of 

different software that are commonly used in the design process. The research resulted in a method applicable to both product de-

sign and tooling design. The proposed method based on the introduced class diagram was tested in a case company developing car 

roof racks. It is essential that the product design conforms to the constraints and properties of the intended manufacturing process-

es, therefore, a close collaboration and support for knowledge exchange between product design and tooling design is important.  

The feedback from the evaluation sessions and workshops in the case company shows the potential benefits of the presented 

method. Some of the advantages of the method are: integrating design rationale capture and access in the design implementations, 

representing design rationale in a proper format, and structuring the related statements into a decision. The practitioners at the case 

company found the proposed method helpful and that it could considerably save time and cost during developing new product vari-

ants. However, at this early stage, it is not possible to quantify the benefits of the method or if the benefits outbalance the effort. 

There are still issues remain regarding the consistency, quality, and version control of the captured design rationale and documenta-

tion. 

From an industrial perspective the implementation and integration of a system is a critical process and of high importance. Un-

derstanding the relationships between the system and its external environment is essential to establish system functionalities and the 

way the system communicates with other tools and systems. Actions are required to ensure system alignment with the company’s IT 

infrastructure, more specifically, elaborating on multiplatform solutions such as Linux, IOS, and windows. Additionally, the ap-

plicability of the method for a group of users, the communication among the users and the maintenance of the system realization are 

issues for future research. 
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